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As Egypt and Eritrea come together, Sudan
and Ethiopia wary of neighbours’ intent
Amr Emam

Cairo

T

ensions are rising in the
Horn of Africa with Egypt
and Eritrea consolidating their cooperation, although Egypt said it does
not intend to harm other countries.
Eritrean President Isaias Afwerki visited Cairo on January 9, his
fourth such trip in four years, raising concerns in Sudan and Ethiopia.
Egypt has been prioritising greater influence in southern Red Sea
countries, particularly as Ethiopia’s
Grand Renaissance Dam project
nears completion.
“Eritrea’s location near the
southern entrance of the Red Sea
makes it a very important country
for Egypt,” said Salah Halima, vicepresident of the Egyptian Council
on African Affairs. “This is why
Egyptian presence in Eritrea is a
national security necessity, not a
matter of choice.”
Over the past four years, the
countries bolstered cooperation in
all fields. Efforts by Cairo to cement
ties with Eritrea are only a small
detail of the larger picture of Egyptian efforts to restore its influence
across the African continent.
Unconfirmed reports of the deployment of thousands of Egyptian
troops in Eritrea near the border
with Sudan alarmed Khartoum,
which countered by ordering thousands of Sudanese troops to Sudan’s eastern border with Eritrea.
Sudanese Assistant President
Ibrahim Mahmoud Hamid said
there were “potential security
threats from Egypt and Eritrea”
and, by January 16, Sudan and
Ethiopia deployed a joint military
force on the Sudanese-Ethiopian
border.
The fear in Sudan is that Cairo
could seek to destabilise its government given anger in Egypt over its
backing of Ethiopia regarding Nile
waters and Khartoum’s claim to the
disputed Halayeb Triangle.

Shifting alliances. Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (R) meets with Eritrean President Isaias Afwerki at the presidential palace in
Cairo, on January 9. 												
(The Egyptian Presidency)
“Sudan has proof that Egypt offered support to the rebels in
volatile Sudanese regions, such as
Darfur,” claimed Sudanese political
analyst Wael Aly. “This is why Sudan views close relations between
Egypt and its neighbours, especially Eritrea, as an alliance against it.”

Many in Egypt have
called for Cairo to take
a stronger position
regarding its share of
the Nile water.
Egyptian
President
Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi sought to quell rising
tensions by asserting, on January
15, that Cairo was not seeking to

interfere in the domestic affairs of
neighbouring countries.
“We will not enter a war. I tell
this to our brothers in Ethiopia
and Sudan: Egypt doesn’t conspire
or interfere in the affairs of any
country and is very keen on maintaining good relations between
our nations,” he said in a televised
speech.
One day earlier, Afwerki publicly
denied the presence of Egyptian
troops at a base near the border
with Sudan, describing the allegations as “fake news.”
However, the accusations are
symptoms of deep mistrust, analysts said.
The situation near the southern
entrance of the Red Sea became
more precarious because of grow-

ing collaboration between Sudan
and Turkey as Ankara prepares to
gain a foothold in the area through
its presence in the Sudanese Red
Sea island of Suakin.
“Apart from threatening Egypt’s
interests in the southern entrance
of the Red Sea, Turkey’s presence in
this area also rings alarms in Cairo
because of links between Ankara
and terrorist groups active in Libya,” warned Talaat Musallam, a retired Egyptian Army general.
Greek authorities on January 10
seized a Tanzanian-flagged ship
carrying hundreds of tonnes of explosives. The ship was heading for
Libya from Turkey, Greek authorities said.
Many in Egypt have called for Cairo to take a stronger position regard-

ing its share of the Nile water, which
is expected to drop because of Ethiopia’s Grand Renaissance Dam.
Negotiations between Cairo and
Addis Ababa over filling the dam
have broken down and there is
widespread dismay at Khartoum’s
backing of the Ethiopian position.
“The dam is an existential threat
to Egypt, which is why Egypt will
not likely stand idly by and watch
while Ethiopia works to deprive it
of the water that keeps its people
alive,” Musallam said. “Ethiopia
does not demonstrate any cooperation on the technical studies,
which means that the Egyptians
may wake up one morning to find
the dam a reality on the ground
and water supplies from the Nile a
thing from the past.”

Sisi announces presidential bid with few expecting upset
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

E

gyptian President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi confirmed
he will run for a second
term in office, with most
analysts expecting him to
easily win in the presidential elections scheduled for late March.
“I tell you frankly and transparently that I hope you will allow
and accept my candidacy for the
president’s post,” Sisi told a cheering crowd after months of refusing
to confirm whether he would seek
re-election.
The announcement came at the
end of a 3-day “Story of a Nation”
conference in which Sisi, 63, had
presented achievements his administration made over the past
four years.
“Building the state takes 16 to
20 years, I am trying to finish it in
eight years, God willing,” Sisi said.
Few analysts expect Sisi to lose
the election, particularly given the
lack of heavyweight opponents.
Popular former Prime Minister
Ahmed Shafiq withdrew a presidential bid earlier this month and
fierce Sisi critic Muhammad Anwar
Sadat — nephew of the late president — said he would not stand,
saying he would not “fight a losing
battle.”
“It will not be easy for any candi-
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date to compete against Sisi in the
elections, regardless of their popularity. Sisi has managed to hold
Egypt together in the face of unprecedented political, security and
economic challenges,” said Abdel
Mohsen Salama, head of Egypt’s
Journalists Syndicate.
“Public support for Sisi is clearly
manifest in the perseverance of
the people as Sisi launched aggressive reforms that caused hardships
to millions of people. The people
are now patiently waiting to reap
the fruits of the reform and they
have confidence in him.”
Khaled Ali, a 45-year-old human
rights lawyer, said he would run
for president to redress the Sisi
administration’s “mistakes,” including its dependence on foreign
borrowing and failure to improve
living conditions for millions of
poor citizens.
The former chief of staff of the
Egyptian Army, General Sami
Anan, 69, has also said he will
stand.
Presidential hopefuls need to
have either 25,000 powers of attorney from eligible voters or the endorsement of at least 20 legislators
to apply to run in the presidential
elections at the National Election
Commission, the independent
body of senior judges that oversees
the vote.
The commission has received
more than 400,000 powers of attorney from eligible voters, most

of them filed for Sisi. Candidates
must officially register with the
National Elections Commission
before the end of the month.
A former army chief, Sisi became president in June 2014 when
Egypt was at a crossroads. Tens
of thousands of Islamists were
demonstrating against the ouster
of Muslim Brotherhood-affiliated
President Muhammad Morsi in
2013. Egypt was close to bankruptcy with foreign reserves at $16 billion, their lowest in a decade. The

Sisi has managed
to hold Egypt
together in the face
of unprecedented
political, security and
economic challenges.

Abdel Mohsen Salama,
head of Egypt’s
Journalists Syndicate

streets were far from secure, battles
between the army and a branch of
the Islamic State (ISIS) were at their
most violent and Egypt’s relations
with most of the world were at their
worst.
“The situation was so scary on
all fronts and it would have taken a
great deal of courage and vision for
anybody to accept to be president
in these conditions,” said political commentator Amar Ali Hassan,
“but Sisi showed a great deal of
leadership and managed to solve
many of the problems at a time of
high uncertainty.”
During the “Story of a Nation”
conference, Sisi praised the economic achievements of the past
four years. Central bank foreign reserves have increased to $37 billion.
Egypt’s balance of trade deficit is
$20 billion less; imports are $16 billion less.
The monthly inflation rate is 25%,
down from 35% and there are expectations the rate will be 13% by
the end of 2018. The budget deficit
is down to 10.9%, from 16.7%.
The unemployment rate is 11.4%,
down from 13.4%. Approximately
3.5 million Egyptians work in Sisiinitiated development projects, including a new administrative capital between Cairo and Suez.
Security remains a major challenge. ISIS and al-Qaeda franchises
operate in Egyptian territory and the
Sinai Peninsula remains a quagmire
for Egyptian police and soldiers.

Even though Sisi’s economic
reforms caused short-term hardships, particularly to Egypt’s poor
and middle class, those groups
remain some of the president’s
strongest supporters.
Some reforms, including the flotation of the national currency and
the slashing of electricity, fuel and
water subsidies, directly affected
living conditions after commodity
prices rose to unprecedented levels.
“The rise in the commodity
prices made it almost impossible
for some people to put food on
the table for their children,” said
Rashad Abdo, an economics professor at Helwan University. “The
reforms were, however, indispensable, or the economy would have
derailed.”
Despite this, Sisi enjoys popular support at home, with many
pointing to Sisi’s foreign policy and
hopes of restoring Egypt’s position
as a regional power.
“Sisi’s unrelenting work to reunify the Arabs, strengthen his
country’s influence in the African
continent and hammer out balanced ties with the United States,
Russia, China and Europe shows
that this man wants to return his
country to a position of leadership,” said Tarek Fahmy, a political
science professor at Cairo University. “A stronger economy, growing
internal stability and support by
Arab allies can actually help him
do this.”

